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Elizabeth McKee’s Monoline Magic
students have earned a place
in the spotlight!
Workshop report by Instructor, Elizabeth McKee.

ENJOY…

THANK YOU
Michal Sommers
Stephanie Tu:le
Susan Cliﬀord
Debbie Finfrock
Ginger Rice
Geraldine Michelli
Sharon Shannon
Linda Zwick
Lynda Liu
Beverly Wilson
Linney Wix
and (of course) Elizabeth McKee
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On May 26th, 2018, I received a phone call from a woman named Linda Hughes who had found my name and phone
number on the Escribiente website. She had been the recipient of a nib collection from her recently-deceased aunt
and asked if I would like them. She lived in Placitas which was a bit of a hike for me, but I said that I would be at the
Open Space Visitor Center that morning for the annual Poets’ Picnic and perhaps we could meet there. We could.
When she arrived, greetings were exchanged; she gave me two small packages of nibs and changed my life.
What she had given me were many nibs that looked like Speedball B series nibs, but the reservoir was a little
diﬀerent and they were stamped with FB. I gave full sets of the nibs to all the calligraphers at Open Space that
morning but still went home with a fine little collection and the question of what to do with them. Give them out as
raﬄe prizes?
The nibs languished in my nib drawer for a few months while I taught a Foundational class. Since the Escribiente
theme for 2018-2019 was Roman Capitals, I thought it would be a good time to oﬀer a class in monoline Romans and
set Linda’s aunt’s nibs free.
The two disciplines of calligraphy and book artistry are so intertwined in my life that I cannot say where one starts
and one ends. My second goal in designing this class was to create a class that would encourage book artists to do
their own lettering in books rather than cutting and pasting text.
So I oﬀered a four-session class – three hours long on the last Saturday of four months – called Monoline Magic.
Five people signed up for my morning class and somewhat hesitantly, I accepted a class of three for the afternoon.
I had enough nibs to give three to each participant. Michal Sommers took one look at
hers and said, “Oh, I think you can open this.” And she proceeded to open the reservoir.
It was only later that I found out that these nibs were called Speedball Flicker nibs.
They were only produced in Speedball’s B series of nibs. This explained the FB
stamped onto the reservoirs. They are pretty cool but a little fragile which I think
explains why this line was discontinued. It’s possible you can still find them on eBay.
Stealing an idea from Yukimi Annand, I gave assignments that would fit on Strathmore
11” x 17” charcoal paper which could be folded in half at the end of the session and made into drum leaf bound books
with a wrap-around cover. I spent a couple hours drawing lines on pages before concluding that if I asked my
students to do that I would lose them in the middle of the first lesson. And why did I own Adobe Illustrator anyway?
So for every exercise that I invented I also created line guides.
Every time I thought up a homework exercise, I did it myself to see how diﬃcult it would be for my students. Thus
my homework book turned into an illustrated example of the homework suggestions.
The first lesson was an introduction to the basic Roman Monoline shapes and spacing - first with a marker, then
pencils and finally the B nib which takes a bit of getting used to. First I broke the alphabet down to its component
parts, and the first homework exercise with the nib was to do what Mark Van Stone called Martian writing - stroke
sequences that looked like they could be a language but were like nothing on earth.

Left:
Michal
Sommers
Right:
Stephanie
Tuttle
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Each lesson started
with a warm-up exercise.
We played with changing
nib sizes and ink colors.
Left: Susan Clifford
Right: Lynda Lawrence

Above: Exploding letters by Debbie Finfrock

Above: Lesson Four Intro Exercise by Debbie Finfrock
Left: Lesson Four Intro
Exercise Part Two by
Geraldine Michelli

In the second lesson
students worked on
longer texts using nib
and color variations.
Right: This image by
Michal Sommers.

Above: Lesson Two Intro Exercise by Michal Sommers

Above: Lesson Four Intro exercise by Ginger Rice
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Left: Changing ink colors
by Sharon Shannon.
Right: Changing nib sizes
by Linda Zwick

Left: Changing nib sizes
by Michal Sommers
Right: Long text
by Lynda liu
Below: two balancing
exercises by Linda Zwick.
Lower Right: Balance
exercise by Michal
Sommers.

The homework then moved to balancing long blocks of text with no
inter-linear spacing - an exercise inspired by Friederich Neugebauer
in The Mystic Art of Written Letter Forms. I introduced small nibs
including one of my favorites, the Brause .5 B Style Redis nib.
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Left: Balancing exercise
by Sharon Shannon

Students were encouraged to break away
from straight lines.
Right: This one by
Debbie Finfrock.

Below: Breaking away
from straight lines by
Stephanie Tuttle.
Text by Stephanie Tuttle.

Above: Breaking away from straight
lines by Ginger Rice.

Above: Just breaking away by Beverly Wilson.

Below: Needle-tipped
bottle by Linney Wix.

Above: Writing with a needle-tipped
bottle by Beverly Wilson.

Above: Lettered picture by Beverly Wilson.
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Left and Above: These two lettered
pictures by Ginger Rice.
Below: (left and right): Writing on
the shadows by Beverly Wilson.
Above: by Geraldine Michelli.

In Lesson Three, we cut letters,
and for homework the students
started to create capital variations.

Far left and center: Monoline
Variation Exercises by
Beverly Wilson.
Above: cut letters by Linney Wix.
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Above: Monoline Variations by Debbie Finfrock

Above: Two Monoline Variations by Linney Wix

Above: Monoline Variations by Linda Zwick

Above: Monoline Variations by Susan Cliﬀord

Left and right:
Monoline
Variations by
Ginger Rice

Lower two images: Monoline
Variations by Linney Wix
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Above: Neuland Variations by Beverly Wilson

Above: Neuland Variations by Michal Sommers

Above: Neuland Variations by Debbie Finfrock

While I was planning this last class, I mentioned the homework exercises to my daughter who said, “What? Homework?
You should be giving them a party!” That was probably true. But there was more that I wanted to teach and the students
had only signed up for four sessions.
Some of my first students did put their books together and Susan Cliﬀord entered hers into the Book Binding division at
the State Fair and won a blue ribbon. Yay, Susan!
In the fall I oﬀered the class again but this time with sixI sessions. The students had to buy their own nibs because I had
given all of Linda’s aunt’s away. I then added a fifth class inspired by Annie Cicale’s Monoline workshop in which we
created our own alphabets based on something around us.
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Above: Letterforms inspired by a tree trunk by Beverly Wilson

Above: Letterforms inspired by
Coal Avenue wall by Elizabeth McKee

Above: Embossing by Ginger Rice

ABOVE: Letterforms inspired
by nature by Ginger Rice

Above: Book cover by Ginger Rice

In the sixth class which was scheduled for March 28th, 2020, I hoped to do a quick demonstration on embossing,
put covers on our books and do a show and share. When we all went into lockdown, I said, we can meet on April
18th. Covid-19 laughed! Then I learned enough about zoom to offer a last class on June 27th. Since I could not do
the embossing demonstration, I mailed directions to everyone. I asked them to send me their favorite images that
I could share on my computer. It turned out that this is an excellent way to share. Both of morning and afternoon
classes could come together to see what everyone else had done.
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It gave me great joy to see what my students had produced,
and now to share some of their work with you. I love that it is
so varied. I hope that it will also inspire you. I think Linda’s
aunt would be pleased. I look forward to teaching this class
(maybe with seven sessions) again after we have all been
vaccinated for Covid-19. And to all of those who have taken
this class I leave you with my message with monoline
lettering inspired by a rock wall on Coal A

Below: Close-up of cover flap of
book by Ginger Rice

Above: End pages of exercise book by Ginger Rice

Right: Lynda Lawrence oﬀ
on a tangent with Alphabet
Blind Contour Drawing (the
topic of our September 2020
program.)

A M A Z E YO U RS E L F
Elizabeth McKee is a book artist and calligrapher. Some of her work can be seen
on her new website https://elizabethmckeebooks.com

